


Greenland Ice Sheet 
 
Much of Greenland isn’t green. Much of Greenland is white! The 
island of Greenland is covered by a huge sheet of ice.  The ice, 
like most ice on Earth, is made of _ _ _ _ _.   
 
 

 
 

Greenland’s ice sheet covers about 80% of its surface.  
Image courtesy of NASA. 

 



Arctic Ocean 
 
Sea ice is a thin layer of ice, formed 
from ocean water, that floats on its 
surface. 
 
When the ocean surface cools below the 
freezing point of salt water, the surface 
begins to freeze and forms little 
“pancakes” of ice that grow wider and 
thicker.   
 
While sea ice forms from salt water, 
most of the salt is left out of the ice. If 
the sea ice lasts for more than a year it 
continues to get rid of – expel – salt. The 
composition of sea ice becomes more 
fresh – more like pure frozen water – 
with time.  

Pancakes of sea ice floating on the  
ocean during an Antarctic evening. 

Image courtesy of the National Science Foundation / 
 Grant, http://photolibrary.usap.gov/.  

 
 

 
 
A ship breaks though the sea ice in the 

ocean around Antarctica. 
Image courtesy of the National Science Foundation / 

Rowe, http://photolibrary.usap.gov/. 

 



Moon 
 
 

Many scientists propose that ice exists on the Moon. 
 
The Moon has not always had ice. Over time, ice has been added 
to our Moon.  Do you have some ideas of where the ice might 
have come from? 
 
If we find ice on the Moon, it probably will be made of the same 
stuff that ice on Earth is made of - _ _ _ _ _! 
 
 
 

 

Schrodinger Basin has a smooth surface, with smaller impact craters and long channels – rilles - 
cut by streams of lava that flowed long ago. 

Image courtesy of the Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency’s Kaguya mission, 
http://wms.selene.jaxa.jp/selene_viewer/en/observation_mission/hdtv/hdtv_042.html.  



Mars 
 

Mars has ice in lots of places! 
 
Mars has two ice caps – one at its north pole and one at its 
south pole The north pole ice cap is larger than the state of 
Texas. Both ice caps are made mostly of water ice, but the 
southern ice cap has a permanent cover of carbon dioxide ice.  
 
 

  
Ice cap at the north pole 

Image courtesy of NASA. 
South pole ice cap. 
Image courtesy of NASA. 

 
 

 
The ice caps grow each winter as carbon dioxide ice is added to 
them, and decrease each summer as the carbon dioxide changes 
from solid ice to a gas - sublimates – in the atmosphere. 



 

Europa 
 

Europa is one of Jupiter’s Moons.  
It is just a little smaller than our own Moon. 

Many scientists think that it has a sea of salty water. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Jupiter’s icy moon, Europa. 
Image courtesy of NASA.



Comets 
 
Comets are the dirty snowballs that orbit around our Sun. They 
are made of ice and dust and lots of pockets of gas. Comets can 
be made of different kinds of ice.  Much of their ice is made of 
water, but they also have carbon dioxide ice, ammonia ice and 
methane ice, as well as other types of ices. 
 
Comets also contain some molecules that are critical to life – 
amino acids.  Some scientists have proposed that comets 
delivered the early building blocks of life to Earth! 
 
As they study comets, scientists are learning that what comets are 

made of – their composition – varies a lot!   
 

  
The European Space Agency’s Giotto spacecraft 
gave us our first close-up look at a comet. It 
took this picture of the nucleus - the frozen 
body – of Comet Halley. The nucleus is only 
about 9 miles (15 kilometers) long and 5 miles (8 
kilometers) across.   
 
The nucleus had jets of water vapor coming 
from its surface. The mission discovered that 
the comet was made of lots of water ice and 
also carbon monoxide, methane, and ammonia. 

Image courtesy of ESA, Max Plank Institute for Aeronomy,  
http://sci.esa.int/science-

e/www/object/index.cfm?fobjectid=26428. 
 

 



 



Greenland Ice Sheet 
 

A blizzard hits and your research expedition is cancelled. 
 

Return to your home base and select another mission. 
 

If you have already had to start over for a previous mission, 
then you can wait out the blizzard!  You may roll again after 

another team visits this poster, rolls, collects their information, 
and moves to their next poster. 

 
 

 
 



Arctic Ocean 
 
Look at the images.  Can you find North America?  Greenland 
(Hint: it’s not green!)?  The Arctic Ocean? 

 
The Arctic Ocean has white sea ice covering it. 

 
How does it change from year to year? 

 
Over the 10 years of images, does the sea ice grow overall – get 
bigger in extent?  Or does it shrink overall? 
 

 
Polar bear on sea ice. 

Image courtesy of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 
http://www.noaanews.noaa.gov/stories2007/s2915.htm. 
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Images courtesy of NASA. 



Moon 
 
The shielding fails when your spacecraft enters orbit around 
the Moon. The instruments get too hot to function and your 
mission is cancelled.  
 

Return to your home base and select another mission. 
 

If you have already had to start over for a previous mission, 
then you can propose that NASA tests your spacecraft 

instruments again.  Success! They are working! However, you 
must wait a turn, You may roll again after another team visits 
this poster, rolls, and collects their information and moves to 

their next poster. 
 
 

 

 
 



Mars 
 
 
 
Small glacier of water ice in a crater on Mars. 
Image courtesy of NASA. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
As winter comes to Mars, the temperatures drop 
and carbon dioxide in the atmosphere condenses 
and precipitates as carbon-dioxide “snow.”  
Image courtesy of NASA. 

 
 

 

 
 

The Mars Phoenix Lander scooped up soil for chemical 
analyses. The scoop revealed white material below the 

surface – possibly ice.  Scientists hypothesize that a layer 
of ice may exist under the surface of Mars, trapped in the 

soil.  
Images courtesy of NASA/JPL-Caltech/University of Arizona/Texas A&M 
University,  http://phoenix.lpl.arizona.edu/images.php?gID=14037&cID=157 

and http://phoenix.lpl.arizona.edu/images/gallery/sm_5669.jpg. 

 
 
 

 
  
 
 



Europa 
 

 
 

Image courtesy of NASA, http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/jpeg/PIA01127.jpg. 

 
This is the surface of Europa.  
What does it look like to you?   

Ocean?  Land? Something else? 
 
 

 



 
 
Floating on top of Europa’s sea is a shell of ice!  The icy shell 
looks like a jigsaw puzzle where pieces have broken and shifted.   
 
Scientists think that the big flat shapes are floating pieces of 
ice that have broken apart. The material that they are floating 
in is also ice, but smaller pieces.  
 

 
 

Image courtesy of NASA, http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/jpeg/PIA01127.jpg. 

 
 
 
Scientists debate how thick the ice shell is based on their 
interpretation of data from space craft. Some think it is very 
thick, 6 to 19 miles (10-30 kilometers) deep, and others propose 
that it is thin, perhaps only about 650 feet (200 m) deep. 
 
 
 
 



Comets 
 
What happens when a comet hits a planet or moon or asteroid? 

 
 

In 1994, pieces of Comet 
Shoemaker-Levy 9 struck 

Jupiter, sending up bright plumes 
of material and leaving dark 

patches on the upper surface of 
the gas giant.  

Image courtesy of NASA, Hubble Space Telescope Institute, 
http://www2.jpl.nasa.gov/sl9/image48.html.  

 
 
 

What do you think will happen if a comet hits a solid surface – 
like the surface of the Moon?   

 
Will it just break apart? Will it create a feature?   

 



 
What do you think formed the round holes – craters – on the 

Moon’s surface? 
 

  
 

Craters on the Moon’s surface. 
Image courtesy of the Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency’s Kaguya mission, 

http://jda.jaxa.jp/jda/p4_e.php?f_id=14476&mode=search&genre=4&category=4064&mission=4067. 

 
 

Comets – and asteroids – can create craters  
on the surfaces of the inner rocky planets. 

 
 

What happens to all of the ice and dust and gas in a comet when 
it hits the planet? 

 



 



Greenland Ice Sheet 
 

You and your team have collected lots of data from Greenland 
about the number of days each year that the ice sheet is 
melting.  
 
 

The red and orange areas on the map 
show where the number of days that 
the ice sheet is melting each year is 
larger than normal. The blue colors on 
the map show where the number of 
days that the ice sheet is melting each 
year is less than normal. 
 
What colors do you see more of – red 
and orange or blue?   
  

Image courtesy of NASA, 
http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/

Features/Greenland/. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Here are two other 
maps of Greenland. 
They show where 
the surface of the 
ice is melting. 
 
 
 
 

           Images courtesy of Dr. Konrad Steffen, http://cires.colorado.edu/steffen/. 

 
In which picture is more ice melting?  
 
 
 
What is happening to Greenland’s ice sheet? Do the data tell you that 
Greenland’s edges are: 
 

 Freezing and getting bigger? 
Or  

 Melting and getting smaller?  
 
 



Arctic Ocean 
 

Wait a turn! 
 
The sea ice is too thin to be safe for you and your research 
team to get out to measure its properties. You and your team 
will have to wait until next year before your expedition can 
continue. 
 

You may not roll again until another team visits this poster, 
rolls, collects their information, and moves to their next poster. 
 



Moon 
 

As our Moon spins on its axis, its surface is heated by the Sun on the 
daytime side to temperatures too hot for water ice to exist.  On the 

nighttime side, temperatures are very cold. The Moon has no atmosphere to 
moderate the temperatures – make them more balanced and less extreme. 

 
 

   
 
 
 

 
 
  

This is a model of our Sun and Moon.   
The sizes and distances are not correctly shown.  The Moon should be much smaller  

(about 1/400th of the diameter of the Sun) and much, much farther away. 
 

A few places on our Moon’s surface stay in constant darkness. Can you think 
where these might be? 

 
Our Moon’s surface is covered in craters – big holes created by comets and 

asteroids striking the surface.   
 

 
 

Craters on the Moon’s surface. 
Image courtesy of the Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency’s Kaguya mission, 

http://jda.jaxa.jp/jda/p4_e.php?f_id=14476&mode=search&genre=4&category=4064&mission=4067. 

The nighttime 
side of the Moon 
is dark and cold. 

The daytime side of 
the Moon is brightly 

lit and very hot. 



 
If a crater is located on the Moon’s equator, does it get heated 
by sunlight as the Moon spins on its axis once every 29.5 days? 

 
Does a deep crater at one of the Moon’s poles get heated by 

the Sun’s energy? 
 

Look at the pictures of the Moon’s poles.  Are there places that 
do not get any sunlight – illumination - at all? 

 
What might the conditions be like in these areas all the time?   

Dark and c _ _ d ! 
 
 

 
Maps of the amount of sunlight that reaches the Moon’s north pole (left picture) and 
south pole (right picture) during the year.  Areas colored with blue, purple, and black 

receive very little sunlight.   
Image courtesy of P. Spudis, 

http://www.spudislunarresources.com/Images_Maps/Moon%20polar%20light%20maps%20on%20radar.jpg. 
 
 
 



Mars 
Examine these spacecraft images of the surface of Mars.  
 

What do you see? 
 

What features do you see that suggest water once flowed 
across the surface of Mars? 

 
 

 
 

Image courtesy of the Lunar and Planetary Institute, http://www.lpi.usra.edu/publications/slidesets/redplanet2/slide_26.html. 

50 kilometers 
(31 miles) 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Image courtesy of the European Space Agency / DLR / FU Berlin (G. Neukum), 
http://www.esa.int/esa-mmg/mmg.pl?b=b&type=I&mission=Mars%20Express&single=y&start=91&size=b. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

20 kilometers 
(12.4 miles) 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Image courtesy of UNAVCO using Mars Global Surveyor/Mars Orbital Laser Altimeter data, http://jules.unavco.org/Voyager/Docs/ImageGallery/mars_channels.

500 kilometers 
(311 miles) 



Europa 
 

Wait a turn! 
 

Funding is cut for outer planet research for this year. 
 

You may not roll again until another team visits this poster, 
rolls, collects their information, and moves to their next poster. 
 
 



Comets 
 
 
Comets “live” in the distant cold 
space that is beyond Neptune.  
They come from two places in 
our solar system.  
 
Comets that orbit the Sun once 
every 200 years or fewer come 
from a band or disk of icy, 
rocky bodies beyond Neptune – 
the Kuiper belt and scattered 
disk.   

 
Halley’s Comet can be seen about every 75 years. 

Image courtesy of NASA, http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/image/planetary/comet/lspn_comet_halley1.jpg. 

 
 

 
Comets that come around less often – that 
take more than 200 years orbit the Sun - 
come from a giant cloud of icy, rocky 
bodies that surrounds our solar system and 
extends to its farthest edges – the Oort 
cloud.  
 
 
 

Comet Hyakutake streaks across the night sky. 
Picture of Comet Hyakutake. by Jim Martin, Huntsville Alabama, 
courtesy of NASA, http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap960326.html. 

 



 



Greenland Ice Sheet 
 
Find Greenland on the map.  
 
This map shows how temperatures 
have changed from 1987 to 2007. 
 
Red and pink areas are warmer. 
 
White areas have not changed. 
 
Blue areas are colder. 
 
 

 
 

Do you see more red and pink or more white and blue? 
 

What does this tell you about the temperatures in Earth’s Arctic 
region?  

Are they getting warmer? Or colder? 
 

What changes in the Greenland 
Ice Sheet might be caused by 

this temperature change? 
 

Scientists check a weather station on the 
Greenland Ice Sheet.  These stations 

collect temperature, precipitation, and wind 
data that will help scientists determine how 

the climate is changing.  
Image courtesy of NASA, 

http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/Greenland/.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Arctic_Tempe
rature_Trend_1987-2007.jpg 



Arctic Ocean 

 
 
Find the Arctic Ocean on the map.  
 
This map shows how temperatures  
have changed from 1987 to 2007. 
 
Red and pink areas are warmer. 
 
White areas have not changed. 
 
Blue areas are colder. 

 
 

 
Do you see more red and pink or more white and blue? 

 
What does this tell you about the temperatures in the Arctic region?  

Are they getting warmer? Or colder? 
 

What changes in the Arctic Sea Ice  
might be caused by this temperature change? 

 
 
 

Walruses on sea ice in the Arctic Ocean. 
Image courtesy of the National Science Foundation, 

http://www.nsf.gov/od/opp/images/arctic/walrus14.jpg. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Arctic_Temperature_
Trend_1987-2007.jpg 



Moon 
 

Only a few craters on the Moon do not get any sunlight.   These 
places stay dark and cold all the time. 

 
Where are these craters? The Moon’s p _ _ _ _. 

 
As the Moon spins on its axis once every 29.5 days, its surface 
spins from day to night.  Most of the Moon’s surface is very hot 
during its 14-Earth-day-long daytime – water ice would melt and 
the water would boil, forming steam that would disappear into 

space. 
 
 

But at the Moon’s p_ _ _ _, the Sun’s radiation strikes the 
surface at low angles; it is like being on Earth in the evening all 
the time.  The Sun is very low in the sky and your shadows are 

very long.  Deep holes are dark at the bottom. With no sunlight, 
these holes are very c _ _ _ and may contain i _ _. 

 
 

Sunlight 
 
 
 
 

Image courtesy of the Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency’s Kaguya mission, 
http://jda.jaxa.jp/jda/p4_e.php?f_id=14479&mode=search&genre=4&category=4064&mission=4067. 

The bottom of this crater – and other 
polar craters - stays dark all the time.  
Without radiation form the Sun, it is very 
cold here! 

Surface of the Moon 



Mars 
 

Wait a turn! 
 
A planet-wide dust storm on Mars shuts down the rovers for a 
few weeks.   
 

You may not roll again until another team visits this poster, 
rolls, collects their information, and moves to their next poster. 
 

 



Europa 
 

If the sea is made of salt water,  
what kind of ice covers Europa?     _ _ _ _ _  ice. 

 
Find the team studying Earth’s Arctic Ocean. 

How can _ _ _ _ _ ice be made from salt water? 
 
Why is Europa not frozen solid?  It is VERY far from the Sun!  
Scientists hypothesize that Europa is kept warm by the back 
and forth pull of Jupiter and its moons.  Europa gets stretched 
and heats up a bit.  The top of the ocean is cold and frozen, 
just like the seas in the Arctic Ocean or around Antarctica in 
the winter. 
 

 
 

One model that scientists propose of what the sea  
under the floating shell of ice might look like on Europa.   

Image courtesy of NASA, http://science.nasa.gov/newhome/headlines/ast09sep99_1.htm. 



Comets 
 
Comets have very oval - elliptical – orbits that take them very 
very far from, and also pretty close to, the Sun. 
 
When they are farther from the Sun they are like giant snow 
balls. As they get closer to the Sun, they heat up and their ice 
begins to change from a solid directly to a gas - sublimate. The 
gas and dust forms an “atmosphere” around the nucleus called a 
“coma.”  Material from the coma gets swept into tails that are 
millions of miles long. 
 
The tails always point away from the Sun. The solar wind – 
particles coming from the Sun – blows the tail of the comet 
outward. 

 
 

 
 

Image courtesy of http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cometorbit.png. 

The comet gets hotter as 
it gets closer to the Sun. 
A short tail begins to 
develop, blown away from 
the Sun by the solar wind. 

Far from the Sun where it 
is very cold, the comet 
does not have a tail. 

The direction of the comet’s 
tail swings around as the 
comet passes around the Sun. 



 



Greenland Ice Sheet 

 
Why are scientists interested in studying ice 

sheets and glaciers in places like Greenland and 
Antarctica on Earth? 

 
What can we learn from these studies? 

 
 
 
 

NASA team investigates the thickness of sea 
ice in the Arctic to verify data from satellites. 

Image courtesy of Thorsten Markus, NASA. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Glaciers flow through the mountains in 
Antarctica.  

Image courtesy of the National Science Foundation, 
http://photolibrary.usap.gov/.



Arctic Ocean 
 

Here is another way of looking at what has happened to the sea 
ice in the Arctic over the last 30 years. 
 

This graph shows the extent – area –  
of sea ice in the Arctic Ocean in the summer. 

 
What do you observe?   

Is there more sea ice in 2007 than in 1982, or less? 
 

 
Image courtesy of the National Snow and Ice Data Center, http://nsidc.org.



Moon 

 

 
How might water ice have gotten onto the Moon?   

 
What does the picture show? A c _ _ _ _! 

 
 

 
A comet streaks across the night sky. Comets can hit 
planets, asteroids and moons, leaving a crater in the 
ground and depositing their material. 
Picture of Comet Hyakutake. by Jim Martin, Huntsville Alabama, courtesy  of 
NASA, http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap960326.html. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
What are comets made of? 

 
If there is a team investigating comets, ask them  

what kind of stuff makes up a comet. 



Mars 
 
Mars was once wetter and warmer than it is today; 

what is the evidence for this?  (You may not have seen the poster 
that shares this evidence yet.) 

 
 
As the planet cooled inside, its volcanos became quiet and no 
longer put gases into the a_ m _ s _ _ _ _ _.  
 
 
The a_ m _ s _ _ _ _ _ became thinner and 
thinner. The surface of the planet became 
colder; the a_ m _ s _ _ _ _ _was no longer 
thick enough to trap and hold the S _ _ ‘ _ 
radiation. 
 

 
The liquid water evaporated or became 
trapped in the i _ _  c _ _ _, or in the soil, of 
Mars.  



Europa 
 

The surface of Europa is very smooth. 
It is one of the smoothest in the solar system! 

 
Scientists can tell about the age of a planet’s surface by 
counting the number of big and small circular holes – craters - 
on the surface. The circular craters are made by comets and 
asteroids hitting the planet. If a planet’s surface has lots of 
craters, it is an older surface. If a surface has few craters, it 
means the surface is young; something has happened to smooth 
the surface. 
 

Which has more craters? Our Moon? Or Europa? 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Which is older? The surface of our Moon? Or of Europa? 
 

The Moon. 
Image courtesy of the Lunar and Planetary Institute. 

Europa. 
Image courtesy of NASA. 



There are very few craters on Europa’s surface, so the surface is very 
young compared to the surface of the Moon, which has so many craters. 
The icy shell of Europa probably shifts and gets filled in by freezing 
ocean water from under the ice.  

 
 

 
 

A picture of a rare impact crater on Europa taken by the Galileo spacecraft. 
Photo courtesy of NASA, http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap970815.html.



Comets 
 

Wait a turn! 
 
Your spacecraft flies by the comet you are researching, but the 
sampling equipment did not work. You have to wait until another 
comet passes by.   
 

You may not roll again until another team visits this poster, 
rolls, collects their information, and moves to their next poster. 
 
 

 





Greenland Ice Sheet 
 
The ice on Greenland is made of _ _ _ _ _.  If the ice were to 
melt, where would this _ _ _ _ _ go?   
 

What would happen to the world’s oceans? 
 
Greenland holds enough water to raise our world’s oceans by 
about 24 feet (7 meters)!   
 
Today, over six hundred million people live near our world’s 
coast within 30 feet (9 meters) of sea level.  About two-thirds 
of the world's cities with over five million people are located in 
these coastal areas. 
 

 
 

A sea level rise of 3 feet would have a big impact on people living along the coast. The red on 
this map shows the land that would be flooded by a 3-foot rise in ocean level. 

Image courtesy of CReSIS and Haskell Indian Nations University’s GIS Laboratory, https://www.cresis.ku.edu/research/data/sea_level_rise/. 



 
 

And THIS is a map of the land that would be flooded by a 20-foot (6 meter) rise in ocean level. 
Image courtesy of CReSIS and Haskell Indian Nations University’s GIS Laboratory, https://www.cresis.ku.edu/research/data/sea_level_rise/. 

 
 



Arctic Ocean 
 
Why are we interested in understanding how the Arctic sea ice 

is changing and the impact that these changes will have? 
 

If you have not visited poster #2 yet, go there now.  
Return to this poster when you have rolled a six. 

 
Think about the changes that are happening in the Arctic. 

What is the impact of these changes? 
 

 
From the late winter to the early 
summer, ribbon seals raise their 
pups on the edge of the sea ice of 
the Arctic Ocean. 
Image from http://www.wildlifeextra.com/go/news/ribbon-seals289.html. 

 

Polar bears use sea ice to 
raise their cubs and for 
hunting. They can swim for 
long distances, but then use 
the sea ice to rest.  

Image from http://oceanexplorer.noaa.gov/ 
explorations/02arctic/background/ 

sea_ice/media/bear.html. 

 



Arctic native – indigenous – 
people depend on the sea ice 

for hunting, fishing, and 
traveling. 

Image from http://www.ipy.org/index.php?/ipy/detail/ 
plentymag_features_ipy_project_siku/.



Moon 

 
Why are we interested in locating water ice on the Moon?  

What is water ice made of? 
 
 

Humans will be living and working on the Moon in the next 10 to 
15 years. How old will you be? 

 
 

What uses might we have for water at a lunar base? 
 
 
 

 
 

Artist’s view of research laboratories at a future lunar outpost. 
Drawing by Pat Rawlings, courtesy of NASA, http://www.patrawlings.com/gallery.cfm?next=18&page=4. 



Mars 
 

What kinds of ice are present on Mars? 
 

If you have not visited posters #1 or #2 yet, select one and go 
there. Do not visit this poster again until you role the correct 

number. 
 
 

What is the one thing that all life as we know it needs? 
L _ _ _ i _    W _ _ e _ 

 
Was this ever present on Mars? 

 
Why are scientists interested in studying ice on Mars? 

 
 

Artist’s drawing of the Mars 
Phoenix Lander, one of NASA’s 

missions to help scientists 
learn about the environment 

and history of Mars. Scientists 
are working to understand if 
Mars does – or was able to – 

support life. 
Image courtesy of NASA, 

http://mars.jpl.nasa.gov/newsroom 
/pressreleases/images/ 
phoenixPress_br2.jpg. 



Europa 
 

All life as we know it needs one thing …  
L _ _ _ i _    W _ _ e _!   

Different things can live at really hot or really cold 
temperatures, eat different food, live in different 

atmospheres.  But the one thing all life needs is  
L _ _ _ i _    W _ _ e _. 

 
Why are scientists so interested in 

learning more about Europa? 
 
 

 
 

What will future probes find in the icy ocean of Europa?  This is one artist’s idea! 
Image courtesy of NASA, http://science.nasa.gov/newhome/headlines/ast09sep99_1.htm. 

 



Comets 
 

Comets formed in our early solar system and have not changed 
much; their composition can tell scientists a lot about the 
composition of the early solar system.  
 
 
Comets also are important because they occasionally run into 
other planets and moons.   
 
 
If there is a team studying the Moon, ask them what kind of ice 

might be found on the Moon.  How did it get there? 
 
 

 
 

Artist’s drawing of the impactor from the Deep Impact Mission  
as it is about to plunge into the surface of a comet.  

Image courtesy of NASA, http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/deepimpact/gallery/art.cfm. 


